Abstract-Global optimization problems continue to he a challenge in computational mathematics. The field is progressing in two streams: deterministic and heuristic approaches. In this paper, we present a hybrid method that uses the discrete gradient method. which is a derivative free local search method, and evolutionary strategies. We show that the hybridization of the two methods is better than each of them in isolation.
Introduction
Optimization theory provides a compact set of techniqucs to handle different types of optimization prohlems.
The general optimization problem can he stated as: hc a compact set representing the Set of feasible solutions. Two important types of optimal solutions will be referred to in the rest of this paper. local and glohal optimal solutions. Let us define the open ball (ie. a neighborhood centered on P and defined hy the Euclidean distance 6 > 0 ) Ba(T) = {T E IR" : 1 1 2 -,711 < 6) In the general case. it is known that global optimization prohlems are NP-hard [3J: that is. there currently exists no polynomial time algorithm that can solve any elobal optimization problem on a Turing machine. Therefore. it is essential to identify the pros and cons of each method. in a hope to he ahle to establish a framework of when to use or not to use each method.
During the course of this paper. we will use some mathematical terminologies which we will clarify here.
Definition 3 A subset ! I ! of a linear'spdce L is CiJii\'f.r 'iff
:c E 111 and U E AI implies that a x P + (1 -n ) x !J E 211 for any a t jO.11.
Definition 4 A function f is called c o~m w iff its domain
73 is a convex set and f ( n x :r + (1 -c i ) x y ) <_ n x f ( z ) + ( 1 -t i i x .f(y) for any T . (1 E 27 and [I E !0. 11. One approach that recently has drawn attention is to combine global and local search methods to design more efficient global optimization algorithms (see [S, 14. 15. 321.) In these hybrid methods some meta-heuristic methods like simulated annealing. tahu search and etc. can be used as a global search method. I n this paper we develop a new hyhrid discrete gradient evolutionary strategy method. This hyhrid method uses the discrete gradient method. which is a derivative free local search method. and evolutionary strategies. We present the results of numerical experiments which demonstrate that the hybridization of these two methods is hetter than each of them in isolation.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the methods to he used in this paper. Test problems are presented in Section 3 followed hy the numerical experiments in Section 4. Conclusions are drawn in Section S .
Methods

Discrete gradient method
In this section we will give a brief description of the discrete gradient method. The full description of this method can he found in [41. The discrete gradient method can he considered as a Yersion of the hundle method when suhpradients are replaced hy their approximations -discrete gradients (for the hundle method see, for example, (161).
Let .f he a locally Liprchitz continuous function defined 
We can see that Hyg = 0 t R" for all i = 1 ./Pen). 3 E (0. I]. For i will consider vectors
where
Step 
Step 5.
Calculate a discrete . gradient I:' +' = r ' ( ,~. y~+ ' .~.~. A . /~) .
with the fullonviizg coorrlirzatrs:
SteD 2.
The algorithm contains steps which deserve some explanalions. In Step I we take any direction g' E SI and calculate the first discrete gradient. In Step 2 we calculate least distance between the convex hull of the discrete gradients and the origin. This problem is reduced to a quadratic programming problem and can bc eftkctively solved hy j = 1 . . _ . . Step 5, we calculate a new discrete gradient with respect to this direction to improve the approximation of the set of generalized gradients. Since the discrete gradient contains some information about the behavior of the function f in some regions around the point x this alzorithm allows to find descent directions in stationarv From the definition of the discrae.gradient we can see that it is defined with respect tn a given direction g E .SI
and in order to calculate the discrete gradient we use step X > 0 along this direction. The ii -1 coordinates of the discrete gradient are defined as-finite difference estimates 10 a gradient in some neighborhood of the point I + Xg.
The ith coordinate of the discrete gradient is defined so that to approximate a suh-gradient of the function f . Thus the discrete gradient contains some information ahout the hehwior of the function .f in some region around the point the a,gorithm i' .
points which are not local minima (descent direction? in such stationary p i n ( always exist). This property makes .the discrete gradient method attractive for design of hybrid methods in glohal optimization. It is proved that Algorithm Now we will consider the following unconstrained minimization problem:
iiiiiiiiiiize f ( z ) siihjerr to .I: E R" Step 6. Set s = s + 1. and go to Step 3
The main steps in this algorithm are Steps 3 and S . In
Step 3 we calculate a descent direction using Algorithm I.
The stepsize is calculated in Step 5 . For the point xu E R" . A) . where X children are generated from the 11 parents then the parent in the next generation are the hest solutions among the X solutions.
Evolutionary strategies
In this second variation, X >> p . A special case of each variation is usually used where both p and X equal each to I.
The stepsire a can vary during the evolutionary process. In this case. the algorithm is called self-adaptive evolutionary strategy. The well-known one-fifth success rulc is usually used. u,here the stepsize increases if the ratio of successful mutations (mutations which produced children hetter than their parents) to all mutations is greater than 115.
In [26]. the lognormal self-adaptation is proposed. where a mtation angle is used to adapt the search towards coordinates which are likely to he correlated. Given T and r', the step size aj is perturbed as follows The complete self-adaptive evolutionary strategy a l p rithms are depicted helow.
Algorithm 3 The self-odaprive evulrrrioiiun srraregy ( p i
Xi.
Step 0. Randonily gerierare p p a w l i s , where ench pareiir 31 = (e. de).
Step 2. Uritil Step 5. Murariori: f u r eodi x j ; arid srep size U,, bi i, z' ;, = sj; + .;,n'j(o.1)
Step 6. I f the iiiorihe,-ofciiildreti is less rhaii X. go tu 3.
Step 7. Select rhe hest {I iiidiridtmls rimotig rill the p + X puretits [itid drildreir.
Step :k = (&a,).
Step 1.
Step 2. Until X dtildrrtt (ire gerierored. do
Step 3. Step 7. Select the best p iiidiridicnls antuiig the X cliildiuir.
Step 8. If tlie holtitrg criteria are srifisfied. stop. else go ro step 1.
Hybridization of evolutionary strategies and the discrete gradient method
In this method, we use discrete gradient as a local search operator once for ( p + A) ES and another time for ( p A)
ES. The algorithm simply works hy applying the discrete gradient on all individuals in the population of the initial generation. In suhsrquent generations. discrete gradient is applied only for the best solutions found so far. We will call Step I . Appl? discrete grodieh on ehch pnrent :
srep2. S e r r = ( , /~j j ' a t i d r ' = (m1-1.
Step S. Until X cltilrlreii are gnierured, do
Step 4. Select two /invents :A. = (?k. a,) aitd :I g' (51. ;I)
Step 5. Step 6. Mrrratiom For eorh zjL &Id step size o,i iii cj Ik = (Ck.5,).
(it raiirlom to getitmrt' child Q,, = { f j : Z j ) .
. .
. . 
Step 7. Ifrlie nuitihei-ofchildruri is less r h m A. go to 4.
Step 8. Select tlie best p iiidividuols r~i n o t r g d l the p + X pai-enrs arid childreri.
Step 9. Appl? disci-ere gradieitr on the best indir'idiml nnioiig the selected p iiidii,idiirrls.
Step IO. lftlte ltolriiig criteria are sarisfied, srop. else go to step 2.
Algorithm 6 DG(bi. A).
Srep.0. Raiidoirilr piternre p parerits. wliere eocli poreiir
Step I . Apply discrere gradient otr each paretir Zk.
Step 3. Until X childreri are generated, do
Step 4. Select rwo pat-etrrr 11. = ( z k : &) arid :I = (51. ;I)
Step 5. Step 6. Murarioii: For-each zJ, atid step sire at random to geitemre child Qj = (T,. Cj).
. . Step 7. lfthe riirniber of children is less than A. go to 4.
Step 8. Select [he best p iirdividunls mioirg the A childreir.
Step 9. Apply discrere gradient on the besf individunl nniorig the selected indieidiids.
Step IO. ljrhe halriiig criteria are sntisjed. stop. else go to step 2. 
Test problems
Numerical Experiments
In this section. we present the results ohtained for the 32 global optimization. problems presented in the previous seclion. In this paper. we will restrict out discussion to the quality of solutions without considering the speed for considerations of space. Table 2 presents the rcsults for ES(p:A) and ES(p. A) with local search. Table 3 presents the results for ES(p + A) and ES(p + A) with l w a l search.
Lastly, Table 4 lists the. results for discrete gradient and identifies the best pertorming algorithm(sj~on each prohlem.
It is interesting to note that the discrete gradient method on its own'was quite competitive on some problems and consistently reached the global optimum. More interestingly, on problem FIZ. the discrete gradient method was the winner and solutions ohtained by the other methods were inferior for F12. It is worth noting that the hybrid methods were ktter on FI? than when using the evolutionary strategies in isolation. When .counting the numher of times an algorithm . .
Conclusions
Tahlc 3: The performance of-AIg.1 and AIg5 on thc 32 proh-
lems. The hest average overall algorithms is underlined.
In this paper we have introduced a new type of e\'olutionary strategies with local search. The discrete gradient method. a derivative free method. was^ integrated .into the evolutionary strategies. The hybrid approach, seems to perform hetter than the nbn-hyhrid approach' on the majority of the problems heing presented here. The discTete gradient method has a major advantage .over traditional gradient-hased local search techniques, in the sense that it does not require an explicit-gradient and it can workin certain cases. even when the true gradient does not exist.
. . . , ..,. .U** P, appeared to he the hest as shown,in Tahle 4, we find that Algorithm5 is the winner, being the hest 18 times followed hy Algorithm6 (16 times). Algorithm? ( I I times), Algorithm? (6 times), and lastly Algorithm 4 ( 5 times). It is also interesting to see that on 28 out of the 32 prohlems. the hybrid algorithms consistently performed better than their non-hybrid counterparts with exceptions i n four cases (F?.F3. F12, and F20) .
For future work. we are planning to.provide a detailed analysis to the performance of these methods and compare them with other global optimization techniques as well as hybrid, techniques from the .evolutionary computation literature such as the local evolutionary search enhancement hy random memorizing 1291 and landscape approximation and local search 119, 181.
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